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Yealink W59R, certified to rigorous IP67 standard, is a professional ruggedized DECT handset with integrated Bluetooth and 
vibration alarm that is pretty eligible for the environment where there may be dusty, humid, and harsh.

As a rugged and durable handset, W59R has also been developed with Yealink optimal HD audio quality 
that combines multiple leading technologies together, including FNR (Flexible Noise Reduction), 
LC3 (Low Complexity Communication Codec) Plus, full duplex, and Opus.

This means users can get a stable and high-quality audio experience even the location is full of noise 
or wireless interference. Besides, the complete alarm functions and integrated G-Sensor boost 
the occupational safety for the person who works in hazardous locations.

W59R



FIRE
Description about the service
This is an IP based voice telephony service that is supplied over a fixed broadband internet service and a wired ethernet port that can
be used to make national and international calls.

Minimum monthly charge payable: $29 per extension/handset per month

Maximum charge for early termination: $1044 (see below for details)

Minimum term applicable: 36 months

The internet service may be supplied by any service provider. Each handset extension requires a minimum bandwidth of 100kbps of
uncongested upstream and downstream for optimal quality. Call quality may be affected by the internet connection, firewall,
hardware or other matters outside the control of GBNCo. Whilst 000 calls can be made most services connected to the broadband
network won’t work during a power outage. This means you won’t be able to call 000 in a power outage. It’s a good idea to have
another way of contacting 000 in a power outage, such as a charged mobile phone. Calls to 1900, back to base alarms, fax services
and EFTPOS systems cannot be used with the voice IP Voice service.

Bundling
This service is not conditional on any bundling arrangements, but we do provide other telco services that can be included on one bill.
Please contact us for further information.

Mandatory components:
It is required that handsets are supplied by GBNCo.

GBNCo reserves the right to credit check customers before approval and acceptance of an application for new services. The
handsets remain the property of GBNCo unless purchased outright by the active customer.

Important Conditions:
The monthly plan fees include: lease repayment, a phone number, all local/national/calls to Australian mobile calls, voice mail to
email, programming of all standard features of our hosted PBX and one hunt group.

If the GBNCo Phone mobile app is selected to couple with a handset, an additional $5 per month is charged commencing after 6
months of activation. This plan is not available for telemarketing, call centre function or other similar uses.

Additional charges; each additional hunt group/IVR $5 per month, complex programming (more than one IVR or Huntgroup) $10 per
handset, Porting in $30 per number or $130 per 100 indial range plus $55 per month hosting of a ported indial range. International
calls are charged in 1 minute blocks. Calls to 13/1300 25c per call. International calls (top 25 destinations) 20c for 15 mins

Early termination charges:
If you cancel the service before the end of the contract term of 36 months, a fee of 50% of the monthly rental, times the remaining
months of the contract will be payable to GBNCo. At the end of 36 months, the GBNCo monthly charges will continue at the same
rate.

Usage Information:
Up to date usage of the service can be obtained at ‘View My Bill’ at www.gbnco.com.au or contacting customer service on 1800 40
20 10 or emailing info@gbnco.com.au.

Enquiries, feedback and complaints:
We are committed to providing you with excellent customer service. Please contact us on 1800 40 20 10, or email
info@gbnco.com.au if you have any question, would like to give feedback or make a complaint.

Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO):
We encourage you to always contact us first if you experience any problems or are unhappy. We will do our best to solve your
problem during or first contact. If you wish to contact the TIO, you can do so as follows: Call 1800 062 614 fax 1800 630 614 or
online http://www.tio.com.au/making-a-complaint.

This CIS is a summary only. Please contact GBNCo for further information or visit our website www.gbnco.com.au for
full terms and conditions.

This summary is valid as of January 2021.
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